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I

Introduction

The newly developing nations of the world are in a state of revolt.

They have rejected the notion that poverty, squalor, and disease are

preordained. They are no longer disposed to entrust their economio and

political future to the free forces of the market, the will of God,

or the omnipotent judgment of colonial rulers. On the contrary, they

want high-speed modernization. These newly developing nations are

resentful of those who caution that economic growth in the presently

advanced Western Nations was a gradual process. They are interested not

just in economic growth, but are hoping and planning for accelerated

development. They think in terms of leaps rather than steps in building

a modern social, political; and economic order.

Accelerated development is, of course, a goal rather than a promise

or a firm prospect for the future. All of the newly modernizing nations

may not in practice be able to leap forward; some may even stand still,

and others may fall backward. But the vast majority of the nations of

Asia, Africa, and Latin America are dedicated to this goal of high-speed

modernization, and increasingly they are engaging in deliberate planning

to achieve it. They are groping for a strategy of accelerated development,

and with it and necessary for it, a strategy also for getting aid from

the richer and more economically advanced countries.

In this article, I propose to list briefly some of the imperatives

and also some of the constraints in devising a strategy for accelerated

development, I then propose to concentrate on the elements of a strategy

of human resource development, after first examining the patterns of

manpower problems which seem to be emerging in the modernizing countries.

Finally, I shall discuss the machinery for implementation of a strategy

for human resource development.
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The concepts set forth in this paper have grown out of my work

during the past several years with the Triter-University Study of

Labor Problems in Economic Development, and -I am indebted to my colleagues,

Clark-Kerr>-Charles A, Myers, and John• T-. Durilop formany of the thoughts

expressed; --They, however, will not want to be held responsible1fbr any

perversions of iheir ideas in the pages which follow.' ' !.'--o:-.
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The Imperatives'and Constraints of Accelerated Development

■: ...... ?A. . Imperatives

The- country whioh- commits, itself to .accelerated growth will find

that it is imperative to do oertain things. It must increase sharply

its rate of savings by one mean3 or another. It must place emphasis

on industrial development, bui at the same time it must modernize and

increase .the productivity of agriculture. It must invest wisely

bo^h in things and in people. In so doing, it must develop a sense of

priority and timing* so that savings and manpower are directed into

the most productive channels. All of this requires integrated planning

and coordination of effort in implementation of the plans which are

devised. ,

. If the newly developing nations are to have accelerated growth --

more rapid, more sweeping and more dramatic than the "historical ''

development11 of the presently advanoed nations — they must take

.deliberate* unprecedented and sometimes drastic measures. For example»

they must g^uiclsly an4 sharply increase taxes; they must restrict the

too rapid expansion of consumption particularly by the wealthier classes;

they, must compete successfully for available foreign aid; and they

must be prepared on many occasions to think in terms of lon^-range economic

growth rather than short-term political expediency, .Most countries'have

the capacity for rapid growth, but it is quastionable whether some of

themoan develop the will to do the hard things which are necessary- ■ ■

to bring it about. On this point, Arthur Lewis has sounded a rather

pessimistic note: .. - ...-.-' ,- ; . .
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"Politics is exoiting to-.young countries, and politicians

:. in these, countries have, attracted to themselves all the

■"'"■■ glamour which was iJrevxous-ly-reserved -for priests^ and kings,
not excluding the military paradas, the salutes of guns,

the yachts and the country houses. We must resign ourselves

1 '" to t&e fact that most1 of the; nQw-countries will be. too

, preoccupied with other matters/to. give to economic development

the priority which it needs."-' •

I do not share completely'Lewis1 pessimism oottce'riiink the prospects

for the young countries. Some, though certainly riot all, will find the

road to accelerated development. In general,"the countries which are'

successful will "be those which' are able to accumulate physical and human

capital at high rates of speed and to utilize "both in high-priority,

productive activities.

So much has "been written by other economists about physical oapital

formation that no further elaboration is called for here. Let us assume

that, on the average, a rapidly modernizing country may need to invest

20 per cent or more of its national income eaoh year in'ordor to aohieve

something approaching the goal of accelerated growth, and, that through

taxation, forced savings, foreign aid or other measures, it must accumulate

savings at this rate. My oontention then is that it must have a

correspondingly high rate of human capital formation in ihe form of

accumulation of the kinds of skilled people and institutions which are

indispensable for the modernization process,—'

1/7KA... Lewis, "Problems of Now States," ^aper delivered at, the Weizman,

Institute, Hehovoth, Israel. August i960

2/Some of above 20 per cent investment, of oourso, may be in institutions

contributing to human resource development as discussed later. .;
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In the view of prominent economists.; less than one-third of the

increase in national income of countries can bo explained by quantitative

increases in factor inputs —■ such as capital and labor.-' The "residual"

is to be explained by qualitative improvements in these inputs which

include such things as more productive capital, moro productive human

resources), economies of scale.and other factors. Though an accurate

breakdown of the residual has not yet beon made, the most important

factors appear to be the -up-grading of human resources — through education,

training, health improvement, etc. — as well as the development of

knowledge and technology, whioh are, of course> closely associated;with

education. . Prom this, it is. reasonable to conclude that the wealth of

a nation is at least as dependent upon tho development of human resources —

the building of people and institutions — as upon the accumulation of

material capital•

There is, however, little to be gained by. argument over which is

the more important — physical or human capital. Both uust be accumulated

at high rates of speed if rapid growth is to be achieved. A country's

capacity to utilize effectively physical oapital is .dependent upon the

availability of human capital, and vice-versa. And it is essential for

politicians and planners to understand that any development plan which

does not give high priority to human capital formation is simply unrealistic

and almost certainly destined to fail, for experience has shoim repeatedly

that high-level manpower does not appear automatically or magioallyi as

dams, roads, factories, hospitals, radio stations., and airports come

into existence.

1/ See Theodore vj\ Schultz, "Capital Formation by Jducation," Journal of
Political /iconomy, vol. LXVIII, no. 6. For estimates as low as 10 to

25 per cent, see H. U. Phillips, "Education as a Basic factor in Economic

and Social Development," Pinal Heport of Conference of African States on

the Development of Education in ^frica, Addis .Ibaba, .lay, 1961.
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B, Constraints

In planning iheir forward march of modernization, the leaders of

the newly developing countries oporatc within a context of pres-Sures ■■

which limit the1 range of realistic policy alternatives-, ' Try as they

may," the planners and politicians can neither, escape "tltese constraints,

nor alter thorn significantly; ■ ■■

The 'first is" rapidly rising population growth. In nearly all

of th;e;:newly modernizing societies, birth rates tend to remain- high*

while death rates decline asa result of the spread of public health

measures and medical services. TJven if: there- are no religious or

cultural resistances to "birth control, it is virtually impossible to

have' a- fall in birth'rates commensurate with the drop in doath rates in

the newly modernizing countries. 'Overpopulation in Asia and parts' of

the Wear :3ast is already a-: sorious problem. The high rates of population

increase in Latin America give cause for alarm. And even in "the relatively

uncrowded"aroas of Africa, the population explosion .is imminent. An

increasing population in nearly every caso complicates the achievement of

accelerated growth. The problems of focding and health are magnified;

expenditures for education must be augmented. ■ A-now nation attempting to

achieve accelerated growth is in a s&nso like a man weighing oveSr

25'0 pounds in training for-' a two-mi lo ruriV ■"-" ;" : ::" ~-'-

Second, along with mounting population is the problem of rural-urban

migration. "Jith the spread of eduea,tionj the development of transportation,

arid the very success of; the appeal of modernization, people seek an

escape from a "life-senterice" to traditional farming, and they flock to the

cities much faster than employment, houses, uater supplies* and other

public-,services oan. be provided. ■ ,' ::.'.'".'""' ~r~y;. ' ",■

: ■ Third1, as the idea of modernization takes root, .so::..dQ.eA,:Jha.:..<ifesire

for immediate improvements in lfvols oif living. The, upperLc^^ses. in
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particular will increase their;consumption of such .things as.motor- .

scooters, automobiles,, refrigerators, radios, hi-fi sets, and television.

The .poorer class will want more to : eat and more to wear.

Men.ar© told today "bythqir leaders and by international organizations

such as inOSCO. that education is a human right. :As a result, ther

demand for education on the part of all classes becomes particularly .■ .;

strong-. In Braa.il, .families will wait in queues for two or three days

at the opening of schools in an attempt to get their children in

school only to be turned away because of insufficient places. In some

countries, children who cannot jet in schools seek to learn,by.standing

outside at the windows, straining to hear what the teacher is saying■ ,

inside. In the African countries, the building, of a school in one.

village immediately results in pressure from surrounding villagss for

schools.

Universal primary education is a goal to which all political

leaders today must be committed. The increase of.-primary education

creates irresistible pressures for increascsin secondary education,, and

the expansion of secondary education makes expenditures for higher

education almost mandatory.

Fourth, practically all of the modernizing nations arc dependent

upon external aid of one kind or another. If they are to achieve

accelerated growth, they must have financial help from the advanced

countries, they must import, temporarily at least, high-level man-powor

from abroad in order to make use of accumulated knowledge and modern

technology. In many casos they must count on foreign countries to

maintain and stabilize the prices of raw materials which they sell in the

world markets. Distasteful though it may be to the leaders of the

modernizing countries, they are in significant respects at the mercy

of the more advanced nations. They caanot go it alone.
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Fifth, although inextricably dependent upon the serviced of ; ! ■

foreigners, the modernizing countries are always under pressure tdii; '

get rid of them as-speedily as possible. In oountries newly-emerging

■from colonial status, the expatriates in the civil service must be

replaced wherever'possible-by local nationals. The fore'ign^owned '

industrial corporation must open the avenues of access to higher "l '

managerial positions to local nationals as soon as they^can qualify.

The resentmen-e against- expatriates who cultivate the' :art of' making ' ; '; "

themselves indispensable runs high. The'newly1 educated elites of the ''

modernizing CountriesI'are Strongly convinced thai; they'haveV right"io''

the foreigners' jobs. This is'why so much store is placecL upon

"Nigerianization," ^'Africanization,"' or "Indianization1' of higE-levffl-™:"--

manpower. The foreigner is needed desperately. He may dome through

teohnical assistance, or with a new enterprise, or as a consultant.'

But, exce^Virr those countries (i,e, Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Mexico, etc.)

where h'e may remain" to become a citizen, he is supposed to expedite

his" departure. No perceptive political leaders rests easily when the top

posts in* government' or industry are occupied by foreigners.

Sixth, the newly modernization nations must above all maintain

political independence and strive for economic independence as well.

The desire to remain' neutral in the Sast-West struggle is becoming ever

stronger. Indeed, many nations look at the Uast-West competition as an

opportunity to increase their demands for foreign aid. Political

independence, however, is not enough* The quest to escape economic

dependence on or domination by foreign nations is equally strong.

Seventh, tho leaders of modornizing nations always encounter some,

resistance to change. The extended family system, traditional ethical

valuations, and legal ooncepts sometimes stand in the way of innovation.

In particular, those with vested interests such as large rural landowners
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or organized religious powers, and their political allies may be

expected to offe^-stesistance-to basic reforms wM^'-the-ra-e&ernization

process1 demands.■.. Such traditions and powerful -groups,,alee::no.ti easy. to

brush;,-ftBiite«9jiPor: many years to come, the developing- countries;will?;; :

continue to.have dual eoonomies oonsi&ting; of a

a vast tradiixohal society which responds very slowly

for ohange. . .■■•■■*■"' . -■.. .-.-..; s--.-,■£•■ ■ ■ ;-- :i,;;-: '.:.■:; v>-

f;.--v;oFinally,; the symbole of modernization ar,e important;. .t& -the

developing countries* For example, to several African nations,. :an; .

international airline la;an imperative. In Egyptj the new .steel;mill

ie? a tangible symbol of: the coiiimitment of the United Arab Republio.. t<x-::

industrialization. Brazil &as- built a fabulous new: capital city-in'ox;:v;

>tK«-heart of the country. Nigeria and Ghana have lavishly appointed ?.*: ;

new universities, and. more are planned for the futures In; most.lit^r,- V:j

modernizing countries, there are likely to be impressive new government:

buildinga,;; modern apartments, luxury hotels, and broad new.

Television stations are. appearing throughout Latin America

Everywhere there are new shining.;:factories, huge dams arid power>-promotef

and plans for big-jetports. These «iwi many other impressive projects

are, tangible manifestations of asBooiajt^'dn-'Ulth modern ways, and concrete

reminders of the commitment to aocelerated grpwth.:.4s such they arer

in the minds of the rapclernizing^elites, almost. ind±spensal3j.e elements

in^any program of development. . ^.: j , . .

The constraints listed;afcove>lend support'to the view?that economic

development is.,as much a political as an economic process. At any rate,

the politicians.cannot be expected to,follow the theoretical trails blazed

by the economists. .So, the planners and their technical supporters,

while being fully aware of the imperatives for rapid growth, must help

to design a strategy which will be viable under the cross-fire of practical

constraints which throw obstacles in the path of development and narrow

the range of rational choioe.
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. :,. ■ ■ . Ill . . , . . ■ : .... , ■■ .

The Manpower Problems o£,Modernizing Economies . :. ;.

Most modernizing eoonomies are confronted simultaneously'with ;:' '

two persistent yet seemingly diverse manpower ^problems:' the- shortage -

of -persona with- critical skills in the modernizing sector and "'"■ '"''■'■

surplus labor in- both the modernizing and traditional sectors* ■ i?hufe>/ ■'

the strategy of human resource development is oonoerned with «t&©C;'::-° '■■"■'-■

two^ifold oVoecti-ve-bf building skills and providing: prdductivfe-' employment

for unutili'zed or unUer-utilized manpower. The shortages and surplus"

of human resourdes^ however, are not separate and distinct problems;

they are very intimately' related* Both have their roots in the changes

which are inherent in'the development process. Both are related in

part to educations Characteristically, both are aggravated as the tempo

of modernization is quickened. And, paradoxically, '-the shortage of

persons with critical skills is one of the contributing causes of the

surplus of people without jobs. Although the" manpower problems of no-

two countries are eicaotiy alike j there are' some shortages and surpluses

which appear to be universal ih;&bdernizing societies* '

A, Manpower Shortages

The manpower shortages of modernizing countries are quite easy to

identify, and fall into several categories:

(l) In all modernizing countries there is likely to be a shortage

of highly educated professional manpower such as, for example, scientists,

agronomists, veterinarians, engineers* and doctors. Such persons,

moreover, usually prefer to live1 in the ma'jjoT cities ratheir thin -in the

rural areas wherefin many cases their servioes are most urgently neede&v

Thus, their shortage is magnified by their relative immobility. Arid, - :;

ironioally,-their" skills are seldora used effectively. -In West Africa '■'
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and also in many Asian and Latin American countries, for' example1","

graduate engineers'may be found managing the routine operation of an

electric power substation or dbing the work"of draftsmen. Doctors

may spend long hours making the most routine medical tests. The reason

is obvious*

(2) The shortage of technician's, nurses, agricultural' assistants,
■ .,-,.-.'■ ■ - - - . .. ■ .. . ■ ■ . ... . ...(-.,..

technical supervisors, and other sub-professional personnel is generally

even moro critical" than the shortage of fully qualified, "professionals.

For this there arc several explanations: First, the modernizing countries

usually fail to recognize that the requirements for this category of

manpower exceed by many times those for senior professional personnel,'

Second,' the few persons who are qualified to enter a technical institute

may also be qualified "t6"enter* a university9 and'they prefer" the' latter

"because h£ the higher" status'and' pay uh'ich'is accorded 'the'holder of"

a university "degree. ' 'Ariel finally/ there are ofian fewer' places available

in institutions providing intermediate training than in 'the universities.

(3) The shortage of top-lovel managerial' and administrative personnel,

in both the private and public sectors, is almost universal, as is' the

dearth of persons with entrepreneurial talents.'

(4) Teachers are almost always in short supply," and their turnover

is high becausG they tond to leave the teaching profession if and when

more attractive jobs become available in government, politics, or

private enterprise. And, S;his:shortage is generally most serious in

secondary education,1 and particularly acute in 'tlie faeias'-dfscience and

mathematics. This' shortage of competent'teachers is a "master bottleneck"

which retards ""the'entire process' of human resource . development.

(5) In moat" rfo'cterhizing countries lihere'are also shortages of

craftsmen of all kinds as well as senior clerical personnel such as

bookkeepers, secretaries, stenographers, and busines-s^-tnaciiihe'operators.
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(6) Finally, there are usually in addition several other

miscollaneous categories of personnel in sho'rt supply* such as, for1'. '

example, radio and television specialists, airplane pilots, accountants,

economists, and statisticians.

I shall use the term "high-level manpower," or alternatively "human

capital," as a convenient'designation for the persons'who fall into

categories1such as those mentioned above. The terra "human capital

formation," as used in this paper, is the process of acquiring and -

increasing the numbers of parsons who have the skills, education, and

experience which are critical for the economic and political development

of■ a country.- Human"1" oafcitaT'formation is thus associated with investment

in man and his development as a creative and productive roBoiiroo,1 It

includes investment by' society in education, investment "by employers in

training, as well as investment by individuals of time and money in their

own development. Such investments have both qualitative and quantitative

dimensions —i.e. human capital formation includes not only Expenditures

for education and training, but also the development of attitudes toward

productive activity.

As stressed earlier, a central problem of all modernizing countries

is to accelerate the process of human capital formation. Human capital,

or high-level manpower, may be accumulated'in several wayss It may be

imported from abroad'through a variety of means such as-technical assistance,

expatriate enterprises, hiring of consultants, or immigration. It may be

developed in employment through on-the-joV training, in-service programs

of formal training* management development seuinars, part-time adult

education classes, and many other means. It is also developed in employment

through better organization of work, creation of appropriate attitudes

and incentives, and better management of"pebplo. finally, it is developed

through formal education in schools, technical training centers, colleges,

universities and other institutions of higher learning. Th<b development

process is assisted at all levels by improvements in public health and

by better nutrition.
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'J 3?5ie analysis of human capital formation is' thus pa3?a!ileii{ari;d

complementary to the study of the processes of Savings and investment

(in the material sense). In designing a strategy-for'^deveiopmenti;':;arie';

heed-s' to consider the total stock of human" capital r'^4uired,r:its rates

of acbumulati'on, and its oominitment to (or investment- in) higir-jiriority

proactive activities, ■ ;:■ . ■ , :

1 '''The rate of modernization of a country iV associated with' botlf--its'

stock and rate of accumulation of human capital'; High-level manpower ;

is needed to staff new and expanding: government services, to introduce

new..systems of land usq and new methods, of agriculture, tp-develop new

means of>. coiMiunication, to carry forward ind-ustrjialization, and to build

the educational system. In other words, innovation, or the process of.

change: from a static or traditional society, ^requires very large "doses"

of strategic human capital. The .countries which are making the most .-..

rapid, .and spectacular innovations are inyariafciy those which ar

the greatest pressure ^accumulate this kind^ of-human capital at a

rate«- -Here we may make two tentative generalizations:. ■;■:.:;-;■? ^-/> ■.-? ■;

-..' First, the rate of accumulation of strategic.human oapi.talr.mu^ *■■'■>

always exceed, the rate of increase in the labor force as-a whole., yln^ .;

most countries, for, example, the,ra*e of increase, in,.scientific,: and.,-

engineerring-Tj>er&onn.el, needs to be- at least three tima.s that, of -the;i labor

force* :Sub«Tprof.e.ssional personnel may have to ,inca?H?ase' 6 t,o5;.tii»es =■:■::■

as .fast. Clerical personnel and craftsmen usually should, increase, at ,.

least twiee^ as fast, and top managerial and administrative, personnel ;:

will: normally; need to increaseat a comparable rate./. , ;,; :. .-..^w. -w, .,'..

Second, in most cases, the.rate of increase ,ia.ihumanJ;capital,,will .

exceed tlje.rate. of economic growth. In aewly developing countries: which

already are.,faced with critical shortages of ■ highly -skilled persons,

the ratio of the annual^increase in high-level manpower to the annual
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increase in national income may need to be as high as three-to-one, or

even higher in those cases where expatriates are to "be replaced "by

citizens of the developing countries, .,.■,:

The accumulation of high-level manpower to overcome skill bottlenecks

is a never-ending process. Advanoed industrial societies as well as ..

underdeveloped countries are normally short of critical skills.. Indeed

as long as the pace of innovation is rapid, the appetite of any growing

country for high-level manpower is almost insatiable* ......

;., . B. Labor Surpluses

. The; overabundance of labor is in most countries as serious a problem

as the ^shortage of skills. .. Its more common manifestations are the

following? .■■-,-..•

(l) In nearly all countries, the supply of unskilled and;untrained

manpower in the urban areas exceeds the available employment' opportunities.

The reasons are not far to find. First, large urban populations are

likely to build, up prior to rather;than as a consequence of the expansion

of industrial employment..;Second, as industrialization gains;^ momentumj;

the productivity of factory labor tends to rise sharply, and this limits

the expansion of demand for general industrial labor. Indeed,-modern '

industrialization may.even displace labor from cottage and handicraft

industries faster than it is absorbed in newly created.-factories. --Third,

the government service ,is able to provide employment for relatively7

few people,. And finally, unless development is:extremely rapid, -trade,

commerce, and other,services,simply do not absorb those who cannot find

jobs in o.ther activities. But despite relatively limited employment

opportunities and overcrowded conditions, the modernization process impels

people to migrate from.the rural areas to the cities. And, as progress.

is made toward universal primary education, nearly every modernizing ■'■':

country is faced with the problem of mounting unemployment of primary '

school leavers.
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(2) In overpopulated countries, such as for example Egypt or

the rural areas are also overcrowded resulting in widespread

underemployment and disguised unemployment of human resources. Indeed,

in many countries it is evident that total agricultural output could be

increased if fewer'people were living on the land and the size of.

agricultural units was increased. Thus, surplus labor in rural areas

in most cases is no asset and in some cases is definitely a liability

for increasing agricultural output.

(3) The "unemployed intellectual" constitutes an entirely different

kind of surplus. In many countries, it is reported, for example, that

there are too many lawyers or too many graduates of the arts and literature

faculties. And, there may be instances also of unemployed or underemployed

engirieers, scientists, economists, and even agronomists, The unused

intellectual, however, is unemployed only because he is unwilling to

accept work which he considers beneath his status or educational level,
'-■■•-■ ..■ -.;■..■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ - ■ ■ ■ , '.■-.: :-■ V- ■"■■■"' ■"i

In particular, a university Education creates very high employment

expectations. In some countries', a university degree may be looked upon

almost as a guarantee of a soft and secure job in the government service,

and in most it is assumed'to be a membership card in the elite class.

But, even in rapidly modernising countries, the purely administrative jobs'

in the government service becoma,;filledvfairly: rapidlyj the demand for

lawyers is certainly not as great as, for example, the demand for technically

trained personnel. And in soms societies where large enterprises are.

owned and managed by members of family dynasties, oven the opportunities .

for professionally trained engineers and technicians may be limited,. a$,... -.>.

least in the early stages of development. . Bather than.^. accept,.-work . ■ ;• .

beneath his status or employment in remote rural areas,.;the university ,:•

graduate, and sometimes even the secondary school leaver as well, may

prefer to join the ranks of the unemployed. A sisoable quantity of unused
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human capital of this kind reflects a wasteful investment in human resource

development and poses a serious threat to a country's social and political

stability.

(4) There are other miscellaneous kinds of surplus labor. For

example, the introduction of new processes and automated machinery may

throw skilled labor out of work. Gr, secondary school leavers,, .who feel

that they should qualify for white collar jobs, may shun manual work.of

any kind. And, in some countries, immigrants and refugees swell the

ranks of the unemployed. : .,

Unfortunately, there is no reason to believe that accelerated growth

will by itself solve the problems of labor surplus such as those, desoribed

above. In part they are the inevitable consequence of too rapid increases

in population growth over which planners and politicians may have little

or no control. In part, they are diseases inherent in the modernization

process itself, and are directly related to rising aspirations. Some

are aggravated, and others aro alleviated by rapid growth. .--..;

Some labor surplus, however, can be. eliminated, and others reduced , -. .=

substantially by a well-concerned and balanced program of economic growth.,

A strategy of human resource development, therefore, must include,an 7, .:

attack on surpluses as well as shortages. ...:-.

1 * "^* Manpower Analysis

As indicated above, no two countries have exactly the same manpower

problems. Seme have unusually serious surpluses, and others have very

specialized i:inds of skill bottlenecks. Politicians and planners,

therefore, need to make a systematic assessment of the human resource

problems in thoir particular countries. Such assessment may be called

"manpower analysis."
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The objectives of manpower analysis are as follows: (l) the

identification of the principal.critical shortages of skilled manpower

in ..each.juajo;r: sector of the economy, and ah analysis of the reasons for

suoh ..^p^aSe;s'. (?) .the. ■identification -of Surpluses, both of trained

manpower., as well .-pas unskilled-labor, and: the reasons for such surpluses;

and.(3) the setting of forward targets for human resource development

basedrupon reasonable:expectations of growth. Such forward targets are

best determined.by a careful ^examination, sector by 'sector, of the

utilization of manpower, in a number of;i countries -which are somewhat more

advanced politically, socially, and economically.

Manpower analysis need not be based on an elaborate or exhaustive

survey. It involves no precise calculation of the numbers of people

needed in every occupation at a future period of time. Wor is it a

projection of past trends. The purpose of manpower analysis is to give

a reasonable objective picture of a country's major human resource problems,

the interrelationships between these problems, and the causes of them,

together with an informed guess about probable future trends. It is both

qualitative and quantitative, but it is based more upon wise judgment

than upon precise statistics. In countries where statistics are either

unavailable or clearly unreliable, the initial manpower analysis may bo

frankly impressionistic. Indeed, detailed manpower surveys and precise

projections are likely to be misloading, because they give a false impression

of accuracy.—'

1/ The Inter-University Study has developed some working papers on manpower
assessments and human resource development which treat this matter in

greater detail. It is also working on comparisons of manpower

utilization in countries at various stages of development.
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In conclusion, the major shortages and surpluses of manpower in

most countries are easy to identity. Kany of them are common to all

modernizing societies. Manpower analysis, based on relevant comparisons

with other countries.at different stages df development, is useful

in assessing particular .problems and-probable future trends. To be sure,

there is need for research in manpower'supply and demand as related to

economic growth.. But those who are responsible for the planning of '

accelerated growth cannot and need not Wait for the completion of definite

studies before: designing a realistic strategy for human resource development,
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:■. ..--... ....... ,.IV
Tlie Components of* a aiir'a't'egy of Bumari Resource t)evelbpment- ;:■*■

.' ' • ■ ■• l ,'. * ■*.''.'■■.■,■■.:-.■■.,. ■ ■ -.■■-.■ • . - ■■ ■
■" '' ■'--'■ -•-■.- . .'.,'.■■■■.-■ ■ ., ■ . . - -. . ."■. ■■ i. .■;.;■']

A strategy of human resouroe development is one of the imperatives

of any.prpgrara for accelerated growth. And to "be viable, it must take

into consideration the realistic constraints which were mentioned earlier.

The .planners can do little to stem the bur&ens and increase in population.

.The.,politicians pannctgo back on their promises of rapid achievement

of universal primary education. They.can rely only temporarily on

expatriate., manppwer.,as a source of human capital. The resources which

they can allocate to education are limited ty competing demands for

investment in. roadsj. factories, dams;_ and irrigation systems. And,

notbang,.. can.be,d,one which is inconsistent with the bolstering of economio

and-, p,p,li.-|;4.,cal independence. ,

:: What; ihen. are the feasible, policy, alternatives? What instruments

are:available,fpr policy implementation? What obstacles lie in the path

of development of a, sound strategy? These are the central questions

posed in this paper. .

;, .4. strategy pf human resource development has three essential components:

the,...."building: of apprppriate incentives, the prcmption of effeotive

training of. .emp.lpyed .manpower, and the rational development of formal

education, T^ese three parts are interdependent. Progress in one'area

is dependent uponprogrsss in the other two. The country's leaders

cannot opnpentrate on only one or two of them at a time; they must plan'

an Integrated attack on all three fronts at onoe.
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A. The Building of Incentives

In the strategy of human resource 'development, the .j?urpose of

building incentives is to encourage men and women to prepare for and engage

in the kinds of productive activity which are needed for accelerated

growth. To accomplish this, the compensation of an individual should be

related to the importance of his .job in the modernising society. It

should not depend.upon his level of formal education, the number'of degtees

held, family status,.or political connections. And*the relative importance

of iobs should be'based not on tradition or heri-tage, from "colonial

regimes,, but on an assessment of "the manpower needs of the developing

economy- .

If, for example," agricultural officers or village workers are

desperately needed in'rural areas to carry forward a program of''modernizing

traditional agriculture, their pay may have to'exceed"that off professionally

trained peo.ple who have desk jobs in the cities. If a technician with

limited education can perform work normally 'assigned to an engineer, he

should receive the same pay as the engineer on that job. If scierioe

and mathematics teachers are urgently needed in secondary schools, their

rates of compensation should b© higher than other less urgently heeded

teachers (whether university graduates or not) and perhaps higher also

than professionally trained people in some other less essential

activities." I? technicians, nurses, and foremen are in very short supply

(as is the case in most modernizing countries), their rates of pay may

need to be higher than those of some university graduates holding dbwn

administrative jobs for which many persons could qualify, in some cases,

the medical technician or the agricultural assistant who is willing to

live in the bush deserves to be paid as much as the doctor or the

agronomist who insists upon living in the city. And, the manager of an

enterprise, who may havo had only a limited secondary education, is

entitled to higher compensation than the university graduates who are

his subordinates.
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outlays for eduoat:U>n,-are unlikely to produce the I^irid of ;

^anp0Wer needeft:if ^e Kopeu. incentive are iacking, -;.& -. :

developing countries, any university degree is looked upon almosV

SS a ri?ht t0 ?nV}0W&t in ^ government, service. Thus,: if one is -'
admitted to a university and completes th* requirements for a degree,

he may thereby have gainod tenure in the higher-paid ranks, of government

employees. He is also strongly motivated to prefer work in the large

urban areas. The idea that a universityeducation is a."permanent escape

frOl';uhe bush" .is:wide^ead, for:exa^Pl^ in .frica. ^Nigeria, W«
. reaSOn ^Or the oritical short-age of agri^ltural -specialists of all
"kinds is not the lack of places, in ag^ioultural schools but rather the ■

r^uctance of students to So in;to ;thejnfV. .Obviously, in the minds o^,:,
young people, the employment opportunitie^are not as attractive ■■ in -^

agriculture as in some other fields whip^e lesi'vital for the county's

development, j-or the same reasons, technical education, particularly a*

■;"tlie'Intermediate level, has,had little appeal in.iTigeria. As the -' ^
Aslb^ Commission pointed out, . : -

TT tradition-and the university degree havebedome
symbols of prestige in Nigeria; by contrast technology,

... agriculture and other practical "subjects, par±icularl^:"at the
sub-professional level,, have, not won esteem.y& . :..-; ; ...

I would argue most strongly that situations of this kindWiU^not

corrected by publicity, exhortations, of, prime ministers, a«d .thW-: -"

^g f educational .institutions^ They will ba changed only '^

1/ ^+^es^t ±n S^cationj The Report of "the Commission on Post- School
Certificate and; Higher Ec&caticn in Nigeria,federal Ministry cl
education, Lagos, i960 p gl

f d; Higher Ec&

ducation, Lagos, i960, p.
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when the system of rewards and status in a modernizing society are changed,

and "the. initiative in making changes must come from the government itself

in the forfn/of a complete revision of the entire system of compensation

of .government employees. The failure of politicians and planners to

come; to grips,with this- problem will produce in the newer countries, as

it. has produced already-'in -;gypt and India, an array of unemployed

-intellectuals..;.- •. ' ■■ ■■ '■ ■■■ - ■

. --By the same -token,'the problems of rural-urban migration and the...

■unemployed primary school leavers are not likely to be alleviated

substantially by me-re changes In the curriculum of primary and secondary

schools. .;, In this' age of rising aspirations and spreading mass oommunication,

the sons of farmers are not going to sentence themselves to traditional

agriculture if they can possibly avoid it. The only fundamental solution

is the:modernisation of rural life. This calls for sweeping measures

such as land reform, agricultural research and extension services,

widespread rural community development programs, the effective, utilization

of rural labor in the building of roads, irrigation systems, houses, and

schools, and other programs aimed at making rural life more productive and

attractive. If people, soe a 'positive reason for remaining in the rural

•areap and a promise:of a better life there, -the problem of revision of

curricula in the schools is relatively easy" to handle.

: A detailed discussion of the noed to develop agriculture lies., beyond

the scope of this paper. If is necessary only to ppint out that none of

the modernizing-: countries are likeljkto solve'many of their most pressing

human resource problems unless they find the means of revolutionizing

■:isarai..ltf6.. Industrialization by itself will-never soive the problem

of surplus labor in most of today's underdeveloped countries; government-

employment, petty trade, and domestic services will not soak up the

teaming masses in overcrowded cities; and the retention of surplus human
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resources in traditional agriculture, even if it were possible, wo.ul.4-.

.simply,,re^uj.t in ,mpre disguised unemployment. Again to quote A^.tjiiar

Lewisr "If agriculture is stagnant, it offers only a stagnant market,:.

and. inhabits the growth of the rest of the economy.; The core of the

doctrine 'balanced growth1 is that neglect to develop, ajjmLculture makes

it more difficult to develop anything else,"-' Similarly,r,tH.Qr failure

to develop effective mea.sures for productive utilization of human resources

,inMrural areas will make it.;4.n£ini%Qly more difficult 1;o splys ,tlie

manppvrer problems in any other part.,of the economy.

Thus, a primary condition for solution of all manpower problems,

^whether they be critical skill bottlenecks in the modernizing sector

or mounting labor surpluses throughout the nation, is the building of

appropriat© incentives. Lacking this, massive expenditures on training

and education will contribute little to accelerated development. T;he,.

notion that there is always a direct re_lat;i.Qn betwosn the deyelopme^ of

.; education and economic growth can be misleading, and planners should..be

wary of accepting it without, careful scrutiny. ■..,-•,

JPhe leaders of .the modernizing nations, probably have tjve ^gans to

influence, the structure of wages and salaries ,in a country %f ,they, have

the. Cjpurage, to do so. In most cases, the government i^ by, far. ijhe ^.argeB.-fe

employer of manpower, and private 'employing institutions ,ars ..strongly,,,

influenced bjr the. patterns whjjch it sets. But, being boun.d.fey traction

an:d constrained by^ established interests which aro bent on prss.erv;in&,

!; the status quo, some .politicians and planners think that.it would .fee

rathor arbitrary -fco ,suddenly, gear cornpensatipn to the relative ipiportance

of rpcpupations as determined by development objectives, Xot?. it is .

1/ U. Arthur Lewis, "Reflections on the Economic Problem," paper delivered
to the Oxford Conference on Tensions in Development, ITew College,
Oxford, oeptember 1961.
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equally arbitrary and even politically dangerous to cling to an archaic

system of compensation which may have "been inherited from a past era of

colonialism. In committing themselves to planned, accelerated development,

the modernizing nations are charting a revolutionary oourse. And if

they are to follow it successfully, they must discard many traditional

and orthodox ideas, many of which they have borrowed from the advanced

nations which never had to face the same kinds of problems.

B. The Training of Employed Manpower

The potentialities of fully utilizing government agencies, private

employers, expatriate firms and foreign technical experts as trainers

and developers of manpower are enormous, but they are seldom fully

understood "by the leaders of most modernizing countries. Human resource

development is usually equated with investments in formal education,

and government, business, and education leaders for some reason oling

to the notion that schools and universities can prefabricate the skills

needed. To be sure, they may be quick to see the need for technical

training, but, unfortunately, just as quick to assume that the system of

formal education must somehow be ,given the responsibility for it.

At this point, it is important to understand that training and

education are two quite different processes, and planners should draw a

sharp distinction between them. Training involves the development of

specific skills which are needed to perform a particular job or series of

jobs. Education involves the acquisition of general knowledge and

development of basic mental ability. Both training and education are

involved in human capital formation. Education is, of oourse, a prerequisite

for various kinds of training. But this does not mean that the

responsibility for training and the responsibility for education are

inseparable.
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The strategy of modernizing nations should "be to shift as much

responsibility as possible for training to the major employing institutions,

These include government ministries, public or quasi-public enterprises,

private industry and commerce, and foreign-owned and managed firms.

At ..the same time, the strategy should aim to exploit more systematically

the training..possibilities of, technical assistance,

.The government,: $s the largest employing institution, should take

the lead in shouldering ttiis.. responsibility. Most of the arts of public

administration, pan be. developed, effectively by a well conceived and

organized program of in-service training. It is likewise practical for

the appropriate employing, ministries to train oraftsmen, senior clerical

employees, and.even certain .oategories of sub-professional technical

personnel. ZlaQh. major: goye.rnment ministry, therefore, should have a

training organization responsible for on-the-job training, in-service

prpg?a|is.;.ofrins;^ru^tipn,: supplementary.off-the-job programs of .training

in oopiperaiiion ,w:ith educational institutions, periodio examination"ofr~~~~

accomplishment, rand certification of qualification for promotion and

a^yancsmen^. The, techniques of in-service training of this kind are

available,/fcmt the idea, that the government-as-employer should assume

responsibility for such training is to most leaders in newly developing

.countries completely strange and unorthodox.

,,: AtTt)3Le..same, time, pressure should be exerted upon the non-government

employing.. i^t.i-tfaiiionB to. ^assume a corresponding responsibility for

training... The, iarger enterprises should be expected to have foreman

training anjd manager, development programs. They should also be required

to assume, m.a.jior.responsibility for training of their own craftsmen clerical

workers,, and some categories of technicians as well as semi-skilled

production workers.^ In short, the development of human .capital, through

in-servipe training should be accepted as an integral part of business

operations.
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The-small employer cari also carry some of the -burden off training,

iti practice he often carries-'more:'than hie share- In Nigeria,; for

example1, most lorries and automobiles are repaired in small s&aps * -

consisting of an owner and several apprentices, who may even pay him £©#

the opportunity- of learning -a trade. The handicraft industries in moat ■ ;-.

countries are completely dependent upon an informal apprenticeship, system.

The planner& in -the tobcterni zing countries' will be well-advised noi to

replace such systems with -costly -vocational schools, but. rather to try ; ,■:

to improve ■•fctfem>rby providing'programs of technical assistance in ■::, :■::::v

apprenticeship-arid on-the-job'training. ' ■ ■"■: ■ - " '■" "-■' ■

'■'■ *Mie :f6reign-ovned enterprise can be a powerful instrument of h\aaan ■:

capita1! formation if it is^handled properly,' because its training,-aapjiQity

is usually greater than that -of the aocal enterprises.. :Tlie.-host rooi*atry.7

should ^allov'the' f^eign firm -td-bring ^in as: many expatriates-as it. wishes,

provided that it guarantees-'t6 -brain' local ^nationals J to-take .over' the.ir ■. ■

jobs-within a^reasonably specified time • In most: instances,. thevfqreigiU

firm develops more people tiiaiT it uses- itself. For-example, craftsmen-

and mechanios trained byan expatriate oil company may take jobs, in-other

localJindustries:; or service Gtatioft-attendants,may soon become,independent

deaXers. ■A weil-trained■foreman-in a foreign-cwned truck assembly plant-

may be a future organiser, of a locally managed parts fa<J.tory^o;Un<iu«fiti.onably,

a more deliberate1 ahd'. carefully planned policy of using, the expatriate firm

as a training institution 'could greatly aecelerate the process of human ■

oapiVal formation in many■ botmtries, and- politicians should be more: ,, -.,-

oohcerfied with exploiting this asset: to the maximum than in placing ■ , ■:■ ■

^ arbi!trar3r reBWictibriS'oh; the employment-of expatriate personnel. <■-.. :

Pinallyy the newly developing countries Bhould fully, exploit. th«

po'tehtialities'bf technical assistance as a training institution.:;; To. the

maxfMtim oitent poBsibXe;V; the- purpose of technical assistance- should be :,
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to train one or more individuals to do work which was previously done

by a foreigner, or not done at all. It is short-sighted to invite foreign^

technical experts to a country to handle operations or merely to make '

studies or surveys. In whatever activity they are engaged, the responsibility

of f6reigh: experts should be to train counterparts — to transmit' x''"'"m":
knowledge by developing people. . : , . ,.;:.;:

The advantages of utilizing employing institutions and technical '

assistance as trainers and developers of manpower would appear to be '

blindingly obvious. But the failure*'to do so is almost universal in '"

newly developing countries. Outside technical experts are employedto"' "

engage in operations, and often local counterparts are not assigned W "

them for training. The government ministries are too busy to spend time

on in-service training, and complain when vocational schools and universities

send them poorly trained recruits with queer attitudes towards work. '

The idea'that training is a continuous process of human resource development

rather than a simple pre-employment indoctrination seems to escape'

politicians, planners, and public and private employers alike. The solution

here isrelatively simple. If the employing institutions are shouldered

with the responsibility-for a considerable amount of training, they will

have an incentive to provide it. If they have the incentive to undertake"'

it, the technical means of carrying it out are available from a variety
of sources.

C. Formal Education

flo one would argue, of course, that all training activity can or

should be. undertaken by the employing institutions. *iany skills must be,',

developed in schools, colleges, and universities. Teachers, engineers,^.

scientists, agronomists, doctors, and many kinds of sub-professional'

personnel are not likely to be effectively trained in employment. An<i,

some kinds of crafts are learned better in schools than through

or oa-ths-job training arrangements. , .
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la themairij however,"the essential function of formal education-'

la to pr©par© people'for training rather than to-train people for

particular occupations. In other words, the principal'output of formal

education should be eduoated "irainable" people; Like a photographic

film, the-; capacities of people are developed after exposure to productive

activity. Pre-employment education, as in the coating of the film*

determines the future Sensitivity of man for understanding and continuous

learning. ;■ In this thrcJe-phase strategy of human resource development,

therefore, the ffight incentives and the proper arrangements for continuous

in-sepvioe training are necessary in order for formal pre-employment

education to contribute effectively to accelerated growth.

. Nearly all modernizing countries1 have rejected the idea of gradual

elimination of illiteracy;' they are determined to have universal primary

education in record time.- This must be accepted as a major ot>jeotive

-in 'any program of acoelerated development. But, in many countries/ and

particularly those in Africa and parts of Asia, universal primary education

Cannat "be achieved in the n&xt ten to fifteen years if the educators

insist/on the same teacher-student ratios and teacher qualifications as

those'.in the -advanced countries. For the most part, the developing

countries ar© being.-forced to sacrifice quality for quantity in their

mass.;!at;tack upon illiteracy. .

It is unquestionably true that the cost of primary education must

be held down; otherwise it will consume most of the resouroes which are

more urgently needed for secondary and higher education. Most of the

developing countries currently spend less than 4 per oent per, annum for

formal education of all kinds, and, in view of competing; demands for

funds for development purposes, it,is doubtful whether many of them will .,

be able to raise this to 5 or .6 per cent in the next decade[Lor two. .

And,! the need for high-level man-power is such that most modernizing

countries will have to devote well over two-thirds of„total -educational ■.:

expenditures to secondary and post-secondary institutions.
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Consequently, developing countries, should cpncen-$ra#p.their attention

on finding new technologies of education which can "be utilized

effectively by large numbers of teachers who themselves have had little

more than primary education and which can multiply..the strategic-, serricus

of a very small group of more highly trained personnel. The application

of hew teaching techniques — visual1 aids, programmed learning, instruction

by radio and television, revised and. simplified curricula: and texts --

offer1 a real challenge "both to the developing countries: and. the, assisting

countries as\well. The discovery of new .technologies for primary, education

will be' given much.more- serious effort ouce It is understood by politicians,

planners,-, educators,.; ;and outside; experts- alike- that under conditions, . -:

-of;, accelerated.,.growth-it:'..will: bo impossible to, raise substantially either

the pay or the qualifications: of • teachers in the near future.-. ■ -■..-,-

: The main purpose of- primary education is .to- make people, literate

and to prepare them to participate more effectively as citizens in the .

modernizing society. It is not and should not be vocational education,.

and indeed most -educators in advanced as well as under-developed countries

are»united :in opposing such an orientation. It must, however, provide

a means of selecting and preparing those who proceed to secondary level

education. ' . ; . ■ ..

One of the consequences of rapid introduction of universal primary

education is to raise; aspirations of people more rapidly than jobs and

places in secondary schools ..can be provided. This is one of the costs

of rapid modernization. In .time, however, the social and political pressure

for more secondary education, /will assist rather than obstruct the rapid

accumulation of high-level manpower, .; _: ■
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:;: . If a *oun*?y a.6mand3 accelerated jiovelopmqnt,,. the proportion of

students in.socondary education must ric.o sharply.* Tho secondary

school; lo.avors . constitute tho main, rosorvoir .from .which "trainablo11 .

high-level, manpower ..must bo drawn. .University students, toachors,.. . .

9n4irpprp.nour.-s, managers,, sub-professional., technical porsonnol, rural

.jioyglo-pmont. pouter .workers ,, agricultural -specialists,, sonior .ol.orioal

ora.ployoo.s-, paster,..craftsmon, •fororaon and supervisors, como .diroct.ly or

indiroctly^froffl the- pool... Its;sizp- and quality, thor,pforo., are. critical

f^r-human capital, formation,.. As.in tho case of. primary, education,. ..

s-fcroamlincd methods of instructiorx and now educational ..loohnologios arp

noodod,;.; ?u-tr.. at ;thp .spcondary. lo-ycl, tho main, oonsidor&tjivO^ is npt. to:

Xoop. ops3ifc.^: ..frqni; .ri.sin^-j, it .must ■ bo. to provide- rhigh-^u,ality ..odupatipn... f.or

an ovor increasing .minori-ty of the school-ago -population. . =.= .. .... . .

.-,. Tho proportion of. tho school-ago population, in secondary, education

will- dopond upon tho stage of development.... In the most undor-dovolopod

countrios, Loss than one per cent of the .normally, oliga^blct^agq groups

(12-18 yoars) are in secondary schools,. .,,Somc; of .tho. moro: advano.p.d -African

oountrios have boon able .to raise, .this to A. or 5 V®? cent- ;■ Egypt..ani-

India and., some of ..tho .Latin Amorican oountrios hayo ratios .as hig-h as': ■"

15-20 p^r cent. In most of tho industrially advanced countries,. .4rb,.is

already, in oxcoss of 50 ;^or cent. But in most, though not ,all,

modernizing: countrio&..,(iJgypt and India being, notable, oxcoptions) , thorp,

is underinvestment in .secondary education, and thus aocoloratod growth

calls for ,immediatq ,-and sharp inc^.oasos in education at this lovcl... .

(Tho Conference,.p.f African .St&tos on,tho Dovolopmont of Education rop.om-

mondod that tho tropical African countrios as .a wholeinoreaso tko

proportion of school-ago population in secondary schools from an avorago

of 3 per cent in 1961 to 23 per cont in 1981, during which period univorsal

primary education would also be aohiovod.-'

1/ Confcronoo of African States on tho Development of Education in Africa,

Addis Ababa, 15-25 May, 1961: Outline of a Plan for African Educational

Dovolopmont.,UNESCO, Paris, ^ ——
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Tho major mission of secondary oducation is to give students firm

. grounding in vorbal and writton"' communication skills, mathematics,

foreign languages* history, social studios, and scionco. In this procoss,

;somo attention should be givon to development of manual skills as well.

-In most casos., tho human rosdurco dovoiopment strategist should ^pross

for breadth of oducation for all rather' tlaan specialization at an early

stag©, and he can fool safe in doing so if a large part of occupational

skill development is to bo left id later training in omployraont or to

post-secondary educational institutions';

Vocational, training at tho secondary lovol presents particular

problems. It is expensive, and competent teachers arc very difficult to

find. Modernizing countries often waste largo sums of money in misplacod

omphasis on primary and secondary vocational schools. In some countrios,

for example, studonts who prove to bo unfit for higher academic training

are sent to vocational schools, and as a consequence those institutions

become the catch-basins for incompetents. And, in many instances, tho

training they roccivc tends to bo of poor quality and not specifically

enough related to the occupations which tho students lator ontor. As

stressed abovo, the policy of nowly developing countrios should bo to

.place more responsibility on employing institutions to train workors for

specific occupations, and to this end funds might bottor bo channelled

itrbo training of trainers in employing institutions than into tho

proliferation of poorly equipped and poorly staffed general vocational

schools. V ;

- Thete is a nood, howovorj for teacher training institutions at tho

secondary levol (primarily for elbmentary school teachers). A.limited

riumbor of well-staffed and woll-oquippod craft training centers are

undoubtedly nocossary, as are others such as certain kinds of secretarial

schools and agricultural training institutions. But plans for those
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should bo carefully scrutinized, after analysis of expected manpower

roquiromonts and training potontialitios, of tho employing institutions.

Thp mission of higher education is two-fold: (l)■to provide

.liberally Qducat.Gd persons for positions of leadership in the modernizing

society and (2) to develop high-level .technically trained and technically

educated manpower.. The newly developing countries aro keenly-aware-•'

of the importance of univcrsity-lovel education. Except in rare cases,

they are not likely to undorinvost in higher education, but, in terms

of development objectives, thoy are prone to place tho wrong emphasis-

on tho investments which they make. , .

_ It is probably roasonablo to assume that on the average the newly

developing countries can and will provide higher education for about

20 per cent of those who complete secondary education. Tho crucial

questions thon arcs tthat.proportion of those should have university level

education and what proportion should take intermediate training?

What proportion should concentrate on technical studies and what proportion

should devote themselves to academic studies? And, of those who should

have university-level education, what proportion should ho educated at

homo and what proportion should bo sent abroad to foreign institutions?

In each country, those issues are likely to be resolved -partly by logical

analysis and partly by political expediency.

The answers may be given in part by a manpower-assessment. Typically,

a manpower analysis might suggcot that 2-4 students should pursue studies

at the intermediate level (two or three years beyond secondary) for

every one who takes a full university course (ranging from four to six

years). Tho manpower assessment would probably also suggest that, in

a country committed to accelerated growth (with emphasis on industrialization

and modernization of agriculture) at least half of tho students at both

the intermediate and university level should concentrate on technicalr
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suUjep'ts such as science,..engineering, medicine, agriculture, votorinary

medicine, or pharmacy,: . Another. 25. per cent should go to intormedaate-

lovel teacher training colleges, and the remainder should concentrate on

law, letters, social sciences., and business administration.-'

From an economic standpoint^ the .logical course for the typical

oountry would he to "build institutions at home to take care of practically

all students at th© intermediate level, and to send a substantial

portion of those qualified for university level work to foreign institutions,

at least until tho country is rioh enough to afford first-class university-

v-4evel, pduoation without cutting into the high-priority need for investment

in secondary and intermodiato higher eduoation.

The politicians, however, will have difficulty in accepting such a

rationalized program for higher education, even if it is "based upon a

quite,reliable manpower, assessment and even if it can be demonstrated

to bo.the more rapid and, least.oxpensive way of producing trainable

high-level manpower. The reasons are obvious:

As the number of secondary school graduates increases (as it must if

accelerated growth is desired), tho government will be under pressure

from students and irate parents to provide more glaces in universities.

And as~long as university degrees determine in largo measure the starting

salaries for the better jobs (irrespective of what subjects may have

been .studied), students will want to by-pass the intermediate institutions

if at all possible. If numbers of people in universities are important'

to the politicians., moreover, the universities will tend to offer worfc in

tfce .non-scientific :areas than ..is needed. Tho cost of educating an engineer

or scientist, .for ..example, is 3-r4 times that of educating a lawyer or a

man of letters and arts.

■ 1/ In practice, of course,; Banp*w*r: assessments in .individual coju^L;6x'i^

show'a wide variation from thi* "typical lnodel." The Xnter-Kniversity

Study is engaged in research in this area, and hopes to have available

shortly more empirical evidence on this subject; '■''-
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Thus, both tho expansion" of- institutions designed to provide, urgently

needed intermediate education and the objective of placing more emphasis .

on science and engineering education, in the universities moots.strong

resistance. Bu!1> this is not all. From tho standpoint of national

grandeur and prestige, a university is a muol* more impressive symbol of

modernization than a teacher training college, an intermediate technical

training institute, or a ''junior college of:arts.and sciences."; A ,- :.

•'university,11 along with an intor-national airline»; a :steel mill, .and, ,,

* several[television stations is important in tho oyes of tlje leaders of, :

newly developing nations.; Finally, too much reliance on sending univeriatty

lovol students abroad for study is often considered to be inconsistent,

with a country's objective of bolstering its; -oconomic and political

indeperi&onoe-of foreign powers. :■■' ■ -. .

For ■fefces'e ^eagonsy therofore, modernizing countries.will probably,

commit thdmSelvos to spend more money on university education than .they ;.

should; they will tend to neglect the development of intermediate education

whack should- have higiior priority; and they are likely, in the :interest

of providing the maximum number .of places for university students, .to ,,,

understress 'scien-tifiO^and.pngineoring oducation. This leads eventually

to the iowerxn'g of' standards 'of the university, reliance on professors

who teach only part time because of the poor salaries; offered, and the ..

development of built-in obstacles to innovation in the form of professors

with academic tenure who have a vested interest in the status quo,.

In the end* the education and'training offered,in universities may sink,.,

to alevol below that of a good teacher training institution, or tochnical

or junior collego, and the:curriculum is likely to bo unrelated tq.th©

needs of a rapidly modernizing society. ..- r.-.-:.j;:. :

l/. The Inter-University Si^dy is involved ,in^ studies in^-num>er of poimtries

aimed at analysis of the university a's a" stimulating otf'retarding force
in. economio dovelopmoni and the factors wliich make iir aoa'ptability of

the system of higher education to development needs*
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In view of those pressures, how oan modernizing oountrios give the

noedod emphasis to intormediatQ^lqvol training and to science and

engineering studios in the universities?. As already stressed above, it

is rationally desirable and politically feasible to goar the compensation

of jobs," particularly in the government sorfioe, to their relative

importance for the country's dovolopraont rather than to formal degrees

oi* "educational levels. If this wore done, tho artificial value of tfce

traditional academio university dogroe would 36on disappear. If,"

for exampleytna compensation of high-level porsorihol such as scientists,

engineers) a'grononiistG, technicians;1' and cecoridary school teachers wore

to be raised substantially in accordance with the obvious needs of a1

modernizing society, students would havo an incontivo to entor the

intermediate technical training institutions, secondary teachers' oollegcs,

and scientific and engineering faculties in the universities. These

would become the new avonues to positions of high pay and status. :

Barents and students would then exort pressure to expand and improve those

av©nuosi: In•"-this way, tlie adaptation of the system of higher education

to the needs of a Rapidly modernizing'society would: become politically

■:jr-'more-f foasiblo-; Andr^this- heed hot conflict with tho university's mission

'-'° rofJ-providing liberally educated persons for position^ of service and

leadership in the nation.' The modernizing;society will always have :

important and high paying'positions ,for the well-educated lawyer, arts^

graduate,-and social scientist-. But, if should not allow large numbers of

poorljr"educated'university graduates to use their degrees to claim'high-

level positions for which they aro not well prepared. 1 ■:.
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...... ■ V : ■ . ■ " .

The Implementation of the, Strategy ■■ ■

A* The .-.Strategy in Summary ■ .. . .

■Only the tare skelotdrf of a strategy of human resource development

has toon presented above. It is admittedly over-simplified; many important

questions have been passed "by j and some elements 'of tho strategy have

"boen implied but not montionod specifically, Howevor, the strategy as a

whole has a oorisisient rationale," and it has been presented primarily

to stimulate serious discussion among those who are committed to accelerated

devolopment. '

Tne argument has been made that investments' in formal education

alone are not likely to solve oither critical skill shortages or persistent

labor surpluses in modernizing societies. Investments in education aro

likely to contribute effectively to rapid growth only (l) if thoro aro

adequate incentives to encourage men and women to engagd in the kinds of

productive activity which aro needed to accelerate the modernization

process and (2) if appropriate measures are taken to shift a large part

of tho responsibility for training to the principal employing institutions.

The building of incentives and tho training of employed manpower, therefore,

are necessary both as a moans of economizing oh formal education and as

a moans of making■ -the -i*tvestmoht in it productive.

In building of incentives, a cardinal principle is that the status

and compensation attached to occupations should bo related to their

relative importance as moasurod by the high-priority needs of a developing

society, and not to arbitrary levels of education, degrees, family-

status or political connections. This is essential for the aooumulation

of human capital and for its most effective utilization. The surpluses

of labor, particularly those connected with rural-urban migration and tho

unemployment of primary school leavers, may be reduced in part by a
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far—reaching program of modernization of agriculture and rural life as a

counterpart to a program of industrialization. Because of rapidly

increasing populations and the early emphasis on univorsal primary

education ,v-iiowovery thoro will still be large numbers'of unemployed '

or underemployed persons in most modernizing societies.

The p^tenrfcialitios of fully-Utilizing, government agencies, private

employers, expatriate firms and technical experts as trainers' and

developers of manpower, though very groat indeed* arc seldom'exploited

fully*'* Thus,, a key element'in the strategy of human resource aeveiopmonV

is $o., shift as much as possible the responsibility for training1 to the

major, employing, institutions, and to provide the neci3ssary: tochnicar

guidance to enable thesG institutions to;develop'ih-servico" training

programs alongmodern lives.- ■ ] ' ; '

The third component .of tho strategy. i,s wise judgment and prudent

investment in building tho system of formal education. This calls for

giving priority to investment in and development of broad secondary ■

education. It requires that the,costs of.universal, primary education,

bo kept as low as possible by applying new technologies.which can^make

effective uso of relatively untrained teachers and.which:can .multiply the:

contribution of a very small but strategic group, of highly-trained- - ■.-:■.-

?r!°^e.s-sionals' Finallyji in the area of .higher education, th]9 strategy ,;_:

stresses the need for giving priority to investment. in-intermediate;, level,

training institutions and tlie, sciontific and enginoering faculties, of ;:

univ0,r:s.it,ie)s* ;0ut this 4ogs. not mean that the production of liberally

educated persons should bo neglected.

Ths three essential components of the ,strategy arc interdependent*

axl6m ??}} for a WGl1 cLesigne.d .and integrated attack on all threo fronts at;

once. And, it is imperative that the strategy of building and utilizing

human resources be an integral part of a country's national development

program•
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The strategy assumes that the politicians of the country are firmly

committed to the goal of accelerated development, and that they have ' ;

the will 'to do the things which are imperative for its attainment, ; '

It recognizes, however, that thoro arc certain constraints 6Ver which -f;-:

the country's loaders hava little or no control and which narrow their :

choice of policy alternatives.

-; Such a strategy ought to provide a logical framowork for the

formulation of policies to govern manpower utilization and development.

It should, identify the major-areas whore foreign1 T;tec1h3iir6a:l;assist'aIrice ^

ie required, and provide .tho-1 criteria for determining-priorities. It:;-':

should bo instrumental in integrating fragmented activities into a'well -(

coordinated effort. Along With a broad1 plan for accelerated growth of : '

which it should be a. part, a strategy of-human resour<ie development'is

today the most urgent need of nearly all modernizing oountriea. '

' B- Soihe Obstacles to be Overcome

Quite apart from the constraints listed earlier in this paper, there

are obstacles which lie in the path of implementation of a consistent

strategy of"human resource development. The most formidable, perhaps,

is traditional thinking. For example, those who have experience wii;h

traditional" methods of"elementary education are 'suspicious of new

technologies' which' might reduce i'daoHing cost's. Most of the leaders of

the underdeveloped countries arc unaware of the groat strides made recently

in methodology of in-service training in the advanced countries. The

thought of'over-hauling the wage and salary structuro of government

ministries "is frightening. The idea of tampering with higher education

to turn out larger proportions of sub-professional personnel is noi

consistent witn tHo kind of indoctrination one may have had at Oxford,

Cambridge or the Sorbohnc. And tho very thought that there is a strategic
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relationship "between incentive, in-service training and formal education

is strange and difficult to grasp. Yet, those who preach the revolutionary

doctrine of planned, accelerated growth — more rapid and more sweeping

than anything before — must be prepared to reject outworn concepts and

employ the most modern techniques available. In their approach to

development, they must be more modern in many respects than th© advanced

nations from which they seek aid and advice.

The governmental structure of tho developing countries is another

obstacle. Thinking and planning tends to be in compartments. The

ministries of education deal only with formal education, and some done*

even have jurisdiction over technical education. Ministries of labor

are concerned with employment standards and some aspects of training

skilled and semi-skilled labor. The ministries of industry, commerce,

and agriculture are likely to bo preoccupied with technical and financial

questions. The economic development ministries or development boards,

if they exist at all, arc generally concerned with physical capital

formation, the balance of payments, and other urgent economic questions.

They are likely to assume that trained manpower will appear magically

as soon as factories, dams, roads, and ditches are completed. The

traditional economic planners are likely to banish human resource development

to that "no-man1s-land" of social welfare. Thus, no ministry or board

is in position to seo the problem as a whole. Each grasps rather blindly

for some program of manpower devolopment, and in justification makes wild

claims for its indispensable role in promoting rapid growth.

Until recently, moreover, foreign technical experts have added to the

confusion and "scattcration" of effort in this field. Each has a particular

package to sell; each normally deals with only on^ ministry; each with

tireless zeal tries to "oducate the top leadership" on the importance of

a particular project. There is "competition among the givers." In
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the developing country, offers of holp may bo forthcoming.from the

United Nations, UNESCO, the ILO, the ICA?: the West German Government, *

■■■■-"the Soviet Union* and other governments as well as"" several private

philanthropic foundations and. a- host. of church missions and other \ *

■ voluntary organisations. ■ Se-ch has an interest, or a, program which it may

"be pushing -in the particular country. Each essentially offers assistance

'■■*• in :'a. specialisod'fieid. ■ ;-■ ' ': " '" ' ' "' ' "'

This "competition among givers1' is desirable in many respects,

■^It' offers the devoloping countries a range of choice. It puts pressure

on the givers to do as good a job as possible. It gives the'recipient

oountries a feeling that'many natibns'and many institutions are concerned

with their welfare- And: it makes it easier for these countries to

maintain a position of neutrality as rocipients of assistance. But

ithere are -obvious drawbacks* ' Aid is given in pieces without regard

■for broader, underlying ptfotfLeia'3* Tha energies of the recipient governments

are-GohsUmed by a proliferation of scaitored and unrelated projects.

Often- the-'1 "best1 qualified local "manpower "is lured away to foreign countries

. on fsllowshrpsy study tours' and other" oxoiting ventures,■ leaving

virtually no one: at home to handle tho' day-to-day work of project

. developments -And, worst of all? in some' countries'the politicians are

te^pted;to use- some of oho givers as scapegoats by asking for

-"a survey by exports11 as a convenient means for postponing action on a

thorny problem. " :"

C S] Implementing Machinery ........

The design of a strategy calls for integrated rather than compart

mentalized planning. The implementation of .a strategy requires coordinated

activity. Assuming that a strategy can be developed.- what machinery,

is ri'ecessai=y for its. implementation? , . „
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Sine© manpower problems are the concern of many ministries, the

program of human resource development must be implemented by an inteis*- ; .

ministerial board. In addition to ih'embers of the government, this board

should normally have ropresentat'iori as: well from the non-government

employing institutions' and 'organiziedviab6r; It is essential, however*

that such a board havo a secretariat, ind this board and its secretariat

should be integrated with whatever machinery is established for general

economic development planning. Among its key functions are the following!

1. Coordination and approval at the country-level of all-requests
for'external and technical-: assistance involving manpower,, and ,

.human,,re,source development..

2. The1 ^eterffiin&tlon; of priorities, in the strategy of human, resource

. devs.].p;pmejit, and the continuous re-assessment of priorities as
the program progresses.; ■—■"••■■••'■ :, .. :-.j. :i;? .;-,,:. ..

"": ■•■'■■' ■ ■ ■■'■ ■■■"■ -■.■-.■ . . ■■■■■■!• J" P. '.- ■.-■■■

3. The. assessment of human resouroe problems through periodic
manpower analysis. '■■''■■ ■■ ■ : "'■ .■-■' • - ■■- ;^J...^,. , ;■-. ■■■

4« . The.Brojuotion and. stimulation of planning activity on" the "part of

the ministries represented on the board, as ■'w&lV!'&8 ■■ <m t&Q part of

employei* and labor organization. -,■=... ...

5- The coordination of the above planning activities* •'■•'

6* ..The .integration of .human resource development strategy with other

components of the country's plans of ebbnomic and politicals -;r

■ ; ■ development. ■.■■■' ■-.■. : ■ ■ : ...-■ .,-■: .. .. ... ...

7. The general review of all activity connected wdth human

- 'dovelopmeri^t,: and perio-dic ■; evaluation-pf the., work,of .the. yarious;
agencies which assume responsibility for it.

of research projects which may be useful

for the f.orraulation?, j-mplementation, and evaluation of the strategy

of human resource development. -'.:.V-_::/•'■_ .■ .-...., . '... - ,;:.„:;;.;
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Formal machinery such as that suggested above is not difficult to

establish. Its-.effectiveness, ^owver^ will depend upon the people

who provide its leadership and .the kinds.of personnel recruited for xts ^

secretariat.. Its.success vd.U to related also to the effective use of

the right kind of foreign expert,as consultants. In short, the crxtxcal ,

element in the creation of machinery for,the implementation of the

strategy of. human resource development is.the right kind of high-level

manpower* : ; ' ' .■ . ■ .■ - _ - ■

. A human, resource, strategy hoard should be neither a statistical agency,

a atu^nMission, or"*-long-range planning organization.; Though

primarily concerned with policy formulation, it is at the sa^e .time involved

in certain-critical operations. It may have both advisory and exeoutxve

responsibilities. Its top staff, therefore, should be neither statisticians,

professional educators, or economists as such. Its key personnel should

he strategists - persons .ho combine political insight with a rational

understanding of the processes of modernization. Such strategists of

necessity are goneraiists,.in that they must be able to comprehend■the

interrelationships between the component parts of an intricate program for

accelerated development. . . ,.

The advanced countries to date have been unable to B8nd such strategxsts

to'th^neHly.:developing c^ntriesi This has been in part because the

need for a coherent strategy has not been recognized, in part because the

recipient .countries have been Wary; of foreigners who want; to "master-mxnd

tHeir development; but in larger measure, because the., type of strategxsts

needed are in rare supply.

■-Here then lies the- crux of the problem: thn trnirn^ of strategists in,

w^, resource d^^t programming. This is a task which calls for

joint effort by both givers and recipients of technical assistance. And

indeed no other task is moro important to the future of developing nations.




